Giving bad news: a GPs' narrative perspective.
The purpose of this study was to explore GPs' perspectives on giving bad news during consultations. To this end, 168 GPs were asked to recall, and record on the first page of a questionnaire, an occasion when they had given medically related bad news to a patient. The stories were analysed with a qualitative and interpretative approach. Two axes, each with a semantic polarity, were identified: a relational axis (semantic polarity: escape vs accompanying) and an ethical axis (semantic polarity: the doctor's choice vs the patient's choice). Furthermore, two main topics appeared to be common to almost all the narratives: the need to reassure the patient and the account of the doctor's emotions. Two different relational patterns appear to be described by doctors. A substantial number of GPs implicitly describe a disease- or doctor-centred consultation: in these cases the physicians refer to signs and symptoms, diagnosis and treatments; they decide for themselves whether to tell the truth or not. On the other hand, a smaller number describe consultations that could be defined as patient centred: these doctors consider that their duty of care for the individual ill person is paramount and try to respect the patient's right to decide. In both these relational patterns, GPs feel it is a fundamental professional duty to reassure the patient; furthermore, they feel the most difficult aspect is managing their own emotional responses.